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ABSTRACT: We report enhanced force detection
selectivity based on Coulombic interactions through
AFM tip modification for probing fine structures of the
electric double layer (EDL) in ionic liquids. When AFM
tips anchored with alkylthiol molecular layers having end
groups with different charge states (e.g., −CH3, −COO−,
and −NH3

+) are employed, Coulombic interactions
between the tip and a specified layering structure are
intensified or diminished depending on the polarities of
the tip and the layering species. Systematic potential-
dependent measurements of force curves with careful
inspection of layered features and thickness analysis allows
the fine structure of the EDL at the Au(111)−OMIPF6
interface to be resolved at the subionic level. The
enhanced force detection selectivity provides a basis for
thoroughly understanding the EDL in ionic liquids.

Room-temperature ionic liquids (ILs) are composed of
asymmetric organic cations and multiatom inorganic or

organic anions and exhibit important features such as wide
electrochemical windows, good conductivity, thermal stability,
and many other designable properties. However, the asymmetric
structures of large organic cations and the high ionic strength
make ILs anisotropic media with strong interactions, so the
electrochemical interfaces in ILs have distinct structures.1,2

Resolving the fine structure of the electric double layer (EDL) in
an IL is vitally important for constituting a clear physical picture
about the interface. A number of theoretical studies have been
devoted to understanding the structure and dynamics of
electrified interfaces in ILs.1,3,4 It has been suggested1,3c that
the ions of ILs may overscreen the surface charges or reach lattice
saturation depending on the surface charge density, which leads
to a multilayer arrangement of IL ions in the EDL. Relevant
experimental investigations have been carried out to reveal
details of surface lateral structures and interactions2d,5−8 as well
as structures normal to surfaces.9−13 Especially, force-sensitive
techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based force
spectroscopy,10−12 frequency-modulation AFM,7 and surface
force apparatus13 (SFA) have become important means for
probing layered structures of ILs at electrochemical interfaces.
However, layered structures exist in the entire region of an

electrode−IL interface, including the region that is outside the
EDL region, and the entities in the layered structures are not
fixed either. To elucidate the EDL structures in ILs, two-fold

efforts are necessary. First, systematic potential-dependent
measurements of layered structures need to be carried out
across the potential of zero charge (PZC) to bring out
information associated with the EDL. On the basis of this
strategy, we have revealed in our previous work the existence of
charged interior layers and neutral exterior layers at the interface
of Au(111) with the IL 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluor-
ophosphate (BMIPF6).

11a Second, the layered structures should
be resolved down to ionic identity and even at the submolecular
level. The group of Atkin reported the observation of a single
ionic layered structure on the force curve, but the statistics of the
measurements were not shown.10d In general, bare AFM probes
are not particularly sensitive to distinguish charged layering
species with different polarities.
In fact, while the sensitivity of force detection is determined by

the spring constant of the cantilever of an AFM probe, the
selectivity relies on both the sensitivity and specific interactions
of the AFM tip with a layered structure. In this work, we
employed a tip modification strategy to intensify the interaction
between the tip and a specific layered structure, allowing cations,
anions, and even neutral or charged parts of the cation to be
resolved with high probability. It is worth mentioning that an
AFM tip modified with a negatively charged silica sphere has
been used to probe long-range electrostatic forces created
between the charged silica sphere and ionic species in aqueous
solutions.14 However, such an approach is not applicable to
probe the EDL in ILs, which is as compact as a few molecular
layers with layered structure having very small rupture forces
(several nN).
As illustrated in Figure 1, AFM tip modification in this work

was achieved by anchoring alkylthiol molecular layers with end
groups such as −CH3, −COO−, and −NH3

+. Compared with a
bare tip, modifying the tip with negatively charged end groups
would increase the repulsive forces when a negatively charged
anion region of a layered structure is encountered (Figure 1B),
resulting in increased upward bending of the cantilever and an
enlargement of the sawtooth force transitions on the force−
distance curves. In contrast, modifying the tip with positively
charged end groups (Figure 1C) would increase the attractive
forces when the same anion part is encountered, resulting in
increased downward bending of the cantilever and a reduction of
the sawtooth force transitions. Opposite situations would occur
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when modified tips encounter positively charged cation regions.
Therefore, the introduction of repulsive/attractive forces
enhances/reduces the sensitivity and selectivity toward the
corresponding layered structure.
Au(111) in the IL 1-octyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluor-

ophosphate (OMIPF6) has a potential of zero charge (PZC) of
−0.76 V vs Pt wire, as measured using the immersion method15

(Figure S1 in the Supporting Information). In the measurement,
the current flow upon contact of a dry Au(111) surface with the
IL under potential control was recorded. With the assumption of
zero charge in the dried state, the corresponding charge flux is
regarded as the surface charge at the specified potential. From a
fit of the obtained q−E curve, the PZC of the system is
determined as the potential where the charge flux is zero.
Force curves obtained using bare and modified tips are shown

in Figure 2. The force−distance curve recorded using the bare tip

(Figure 2A) shows two sawtooth transitions with rupture forces
of 15.3 and 2 nN for the first and second layered structures from
the surface, respectively. The corresponding layer thicknesses are
1.38 and 1.32 nm, respectively, which match the size of a whole
OMIPF6 molecule. Our previous potential-dependent inves-
tigations on the Au(111)−OMIPF6 interface using bare tips
disclosed that only the first layer is charged over a wide potential

range, so the EDL of this system is only one layer thick.11b For
tips modified with a neutral end group, three sawtooth transitions
are present (Figure 2C). However, the thickness is reduced to
0.51, 0.58, and 0.31 nm from the first to the third transition,
respectively. These thickness values are much smaller than the
molecular size and just consistent with the sizes of the
imidazolium ring, octyl chain, and anion part of an OMIPF6
molecule (Figure 1D), respectively, and we call such layers
“sublayers” to distinguish them from the layer for the whole
OMIPF6 molecule. The probability of sublayer detection with
the modified tip is around 30%. This is much higher than the
probability of 2% that is occasionally achieved using bare tips,
implying that the presence of a molecular layer on the tip does
not degrade the overall quality of the AFM probe. However, we
mention that the modified tip seems to be insensitive to the
neutral second layer, signaling a difference from bare tips.
The force−distance curves were converted to force−

separation curves12a to facilitate direct estimation of the thickness
and inspection of the rigidity of the layered structure. On the
force−separation curve recorded using bare tips (Figure 2B), the
force transitions associated with the OMIPF6 layered structure
appear sloped, indicating insufficient rigidity of the molecular
layered structure. However, the force transitions become almost
vertical when the sublayer structures are resolved using the
modified tip (Figure 2D), meaning that the apparent sloped force
transitions of the OMIPF6 layered structure may arise from
relative movement of different parts of the molecule. Two-
dimensional force and separation histograms were constructed
(Figure 2B,D insets), from which the most probable thicknesses
were estimated for the sublayer structures. The results were
found to be similar for the bare and modified tips.
The selectivity of tips modified with different charge states to

probe the detailed interfacial structure of OMIPF6 is
demonstrated further at three typical potentials across the
PZC. At potentials negative of the PZC (e.g.,−1.4 V; Figure 3A−
C), the first layer near the surface is expected to be a cation layer,
which is followed by the anion layer on top of the cation layer.
Typical high-quality force curves obtained using tips modified
with neutral, negative, and positive end groups all show three
force transitions (sublayers). The associated thicknesses are
compatible with the sizes of the OMI+ ring, octyl side chain, and
PF6

− anion, consistent with the expected arrangement of the
cations and anions. However, the responses of the cantilevers of
the modified probes are different for different sublayer structures.
The force values of the first sublayer probed by the three kinds of
modified tips are close to each other, indicating that the first
sublayer is sufficiently stable that the influence of electrostatic
interactions is negligibly small. The third sublayer, associated
with the anion arrangement, displays the largest apparent rupture
force when probed by the tip modified with the negatively
charged end group (Figure 3B) and the smallest apparent
rupture force when probed by the tip modified with the positively
charged end group (Figure 3C). Therefore, the tip modified with
the negatively charged end group is more sensitive to detect the
sublayer structure at potentials negative of the PZC.
At potentials positive of the PZC (e.g., 0 V), three force

transitions are also identified on all of the force curves regardless
of the tip charge state (Figure 3D−F). The apparent rupture
force of the third sublayer becomes the largest when probed by
tips modified with positively charged end groups. The
corresponding force values and thicknesses suggest that the
sublayers are arranged in an order of anion, imidazolium ring, and
alkyl chain from the surface, as expected. Therefore, tips modified

Figure 1. (A−C) Schematic illustration of the tip modification strategy
using (A) neutral, (B) negatively charged, or (C) positively charged end
groups. (D) Molecular structure of OMIPF6. Lengths in nanometers are
shown.

Figure 2. (A, C) Typical force−distance curves recorded at−1.4 V with
(A) a bare tip and (C) a tip modified with a neutral end group. (B, D)
Force−separation curves for (A) and (C), respectively. 2D histograms
of 30 consecutively measured force curves are given as insets.
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with positively charged groups are more sensitive to detect the
EDL at potentials positive of the PZC.
For potentials near the PZC, the surface is little charged, so

cations and anions can have more flexible arrangements.
Normally only two force transitions were detected with tips
modified with any charge state (Figure S7). The rupture forces
are much smaller than those at charged surfaces, implying that
the stability of the sublayer structure decreases, which prevents us
from distinguishing the imidazolium ring from the alkyl chain in
the cation part.
As shown above, the modified tips can increase the detection

selectivity toward sublayer structures without disturbing the
structure of the interface, which forms the basis for probing the
fine structure of the EDL. To confirm the detailed arrangement
of the ionic entities in the OMIPF6 molecular layered structure,
accurate estimation based on statistical analysis of the thickness
must be carried out. Fifty typical high-quality force curves bearing
three clear force transitions were used to construct thickness
histograms. A detailed analysis is presented in Figure S8 for a
potential of −1.4 V. The most probable thicknesses for the first,
second, and third sublayers are 0.51, 0.57, and 0.33 nm,
respectively, corresponding indeed to the expected arrangement
of imidazolium ring, alkyl chain, and anion of OMIPF6,
respectively, at −1.4 V. The thicknesses estimated using force
curves with tips modified with negatively charged end groups
give similar values within an error of up to 12%. Statistical
analysis of the thicknesses of the sublayers at at positively charged
surface was also performed (Figure S10). On the basis of the
thickness analysis, possible EDLs of the Au(111)−OMIPF6
interface at different surface charge states are proposed (Figure
4A−C). At negatively charged surfaces (E < PZC), the
imidazolium cations are oriented with the ring toward the
surface and the PF6

− anion located at the outmost position. At
positively charged surfaces (E > PZC), anions are located nearest

the surface and cations are oriented with their ring toward the
anion sublayer. At the PZC, a chessboard arrangement of cations
and anions is speculated.
Finally, the potential dependence of the apparent rupture force

of the third sublayer, which is most sensitive to the charge state of
the tip, was examined with tips modified with negative, neutral,
and positive charge states. It can be seen from Figure 4D that all
of the force versus potential curves exhibit camel-shaped
potential dependences regardless of the tip charge state, although
with the negatively charged tip the increase in the force levels off
at potentials more positive than the PZC because the negatively
charged tip lacks a repulsive interaction with the neutral tail of the
outermost alkyl chain of the cation while the attractive
interaction with the positively charged imidazolium ring would
diminish the apparent rupture force. On the curves showing
normal camel-shaped potential dependence, the force minimum
is located at around −0.8 V, which is consistent with the PZC
measured by the immersion method. The two force maxima seen
at −1.4 and 0.0 V correspond to the most stable structures at
potentials negative and positive of the PZC, respectively, and are
attributed as results of a compromise between compactness of
the sublayer structure and electrostatic balance among the
neighboring sublayer structures as the surface charge density
increases.
To summarize, we have employed an AFM tip modification

strategy based on Coulombic interactions between the tip and
the charged layer to resolve the fine structure of the EDL in ILs.
Potential-dependent measurements of force curves and statistical
analyses of the thicknesses of the sublayer structures are
important to assist detailed structural analysis of the EDL.
Since the outermost layered structures in the double layer region
are most sensitive to electrostatic interactions with the charged
tip, modification of the tip with negatively/positively charged
end groups facilitates sensitive detection of sublayer structures at
potentials negative/positive of the PZC for the Au(111)−
OMIPF6 interface, which shines light on the complex electrode−
IL interface. At the Au(111)−OMIPF6 interface, the EDL at
potentials negative of the PZC has a fine structure in the order of
the imidazolium ring, the alkyl chain, and then the anion. The
order changes to the anion, the imidazolium ring, and then the

Figure 3. Typical force−distance curves at (A−C)−1.4 V and (D−F) 0
V with modified tips. The force values for the sublayers shown in the
insets.

Figure 4. (A−C) Proposed arrangements of ionic entities of OMIPF6 in
the EDL on Au(111) surface at various potentials. (D) Potential
dependence of the rupture force of the third sublayer using tips modified
with different end groups.
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alkyl chain at potentials positive of the PZC. It should be pointed
out that IL species may be strongly adsorbed and immobilized on
the surface depending on the potential. However, such an
adsorbed layer does not obviously create the sawtooth transition
on the force curve. Nevertheless, the deviation between the
slopes on the forward and backward force curves in the region
where the tip touches the surface might contain information on
the adsorbed layer at the surface. More importantly, the adsorbed
layer can be accessed and inspected with high resolution by in
situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).2d Combined
investigations by STM and AFM would be expected to provide
the basis for a comprehensive understanding of the EDL in ILs,
including lateral resolution of the layered structure.16
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